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Over a hundred years have passed since a group of violent killers went on the rampage, murdering

innocent victims for fun. But even back then, sorcerer Nate Garrett, aka Hellequin, knew there was

more to it than simple savage pleasureâ€”souls were being stolen.Nateâ€™s discovery of the

soulsâ€™ use, and of those supporting the groupâ€™s plan, made him question everything he

believed.Now the group Nate thought long dead is back. Violent, angry, and hell-bent on revenge,

they have Hellequin firmly in their sights. And if he wonâ€™t come willingly, theyâ€™ll take those

closest to him first.The battle begins again.
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Unlike several reviewers, I paid for my issue of this book -- any bias is entirely my own!This is the

best book of the series to date, considering all story aspects including "Flashback" timing and their

tie-in with the present, the storyline, revelations, and the general story flow. There were a few

"uneven" portions of the story's pace, though nothing that would throw the reader out of the

story.We learn perhaps more than we want to know of Merlin, and are introduced to several new



characters. Mainstay characters such as Nate's best friend Thomas and his daughter are deeply

involved within the various plots.Unlike several other books, Nate does, for the most part, act like we

might expect a 1600 year old sorcerer to act. Nate doesn't "gain in power", though that is something

that will happen in the near future. Many questions are answered, but there are many questions

remaining. We begin to better see a more far-ranging ARC.I'm looking forward to the next book...

I have loved this series. Devoured every book in record time. It's hard to find a series worth the time,

but this one is! I can't wait for more books!!

This series has been amazing to me. I am always dying to finish the book but I want to prolong the

story. There is a reason to this. I only read on my lunch breaks at work to escape the stress of the

day. I leave my lunch breaks happy each day because of what I have read. I have to fight the desire

to finish the books outside of work. I also know the story is not finished and another one is around

the corner. I don't want to have to wait for the next one for however long it will take.

Still enjoying this series. Good quality work. We finally get to travel to Avalon and Camelot, though

exposition on those places is somewhat limited. Merlin finally makes an appearance. The major plot

thread continues with some high level players revealed.

Nate Garrett really is your quintessential anti-hero in many way. There's his dark past, his anger

issues, but there is his caring side too - his love of his trusted friends. He really is the kind of guy

you don't want to piss off ... but boy do people seem to want to push those boundaries!Steve

McHugh does a phenomenal job with his upbeat take on the Arthurian and other mythological tales

rolled in to one fantastic slugfest!He sure does keep you guessing with his little hints and nods to

other unspoken names, creatures and mythologies.I'm riveted! I have been since book 1 and I'm

hoping for another 20!

This is an outstanding series. A must read for anyone loving the Arthur legend with a different slant.

I couldn't put the book down. I also have the audio and the narrator is awesome.

Already have the next 1 and cannot wait. Waiting to find out who Nate's real parents are. Lots of

good questions still left.



Another one in the Hellequin Chronicles. It was an an ok read, I wasn't impressed nor overly

disappointed. Unless the series grows a lot in the next book I probably won't continue to buy them.

Nathan Garret is constantly being referenced as the Hellequin, an almost mythical being known for

its ability to be a cunning fighter and something to be feared. In this one he doesn't live up to even a

fraction of what the Hellequin is supposed to be, which was a let down.
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